[Differential influence of immune therapy on relapses and progression in multiple sclerosis: interpretation and therapeutic consequences].
It is well established that relapses can be suppressed by different substances in patients with relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis (MS). In contrast, patients with progressive forms of MS do hardly respond to immune therapy. Therefore, start of immune therapy after the first relapse has been proposed, especially in order to prevent degeneration and disability. This view is challenged in the present review. Actually no evidence exists in support of a retardation or an attenuation of secondary progression by early immune therapy. Widespread degeneration occurs early and progresses independently from inflammatory plaques. Therefore, autoimmunity per se is no adequate paradigm to explain MS-pathogenesis entirely. A virus/superantigen-dualism is proposed to explain the different parts of MS, instead. It is concluded that evidence-based immune therapy should be adapted to the actual inflammatory activity of the disease. A suitable parameter for this purpose is the interval between 2 relapses.